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BTU to Demo Its New Dual Chamber Reflow oven and Industry 4.0
Advances at NEPCON China 2017
NORTH BILLERICA, Mass., March 16, 2017 — BTU International, Inc., a leading
supplier of advanced thermal processing equipment for the electronics manufacturing
and alternative energy markets, will exhibit in 1E43 at NEPCON China, scheduled to
take place April 25-27, 2017 at the Shanghai World EXPO Exhibition & Convention
Center. BTU will showcase the new PYRAMAX™ ZeroTurn Dual Chamber system
and WINCON™ connected factory interface. The booth will also feature a
PYRAMAX 150N.
The PYRAMAX ZeroTurn is designed for high volume electronics manufacturers
who must also manage process mix and are dissatisfied with the poor process
separation of other dual
chamber machines. The true
dual chamber machine
eliminates turnaround/waiting
time when switching thermal
profiles. Unlike the
competition, the ZeroTurn has
the industry’s best thermal
isolation between chambers,
allowing for precise process
control and unaffected thermal
uniformity.
BTU also is responsible for several recent advances that support Industry 4.0. These
technologies include line control and communications, recipe development and
energy savings software solutions.
WINCON is the industry’s most powerful oven control system, with custom MES
solutions, true plug-and-play interoperability, and easy integration with OT/IT
systems. The interface includes BTU’s RecipePro recipe generation tool and Energy
Pilot Software.
For more information about BTU International, visit www.btu.com.

About BTU International
BTU International, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Amtech Group (Nasdaq: ASYS), is
a global supplier and technology leader of advanced thermal processing equipment
and processes to the electronics manufacturing and alternative energy markets. BTU
equipment is used in the production of printed circuit board assemblies and
semiconductor packaging as well as in the manufacturing of solar cells and nuclear
fuel. BTU has operations in North Billerica, Massachusetts, and Shanghai, China,
with direct sales and service in the U.S.A., Asia and Europe. Information about BTU
International is available at www.btu.com.
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